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Homo Homini Lupus
Abigail Denton

       He sat in the cold light of the winter sunset, listening to his breath. That’s

what his mother had always told him to do. She would sit on the other side of

his cage and breathe with him, just until the transformation began. She would

have stayed longer, too, but his father always dragged her away, firmly

shutting and locking the door behind them. 

       It didn’t really work anymore, the breathing. When he knew that in a few

moments he would be bathed in the light of the full moon, soon drowning in

its beams, focusing on what little air he had now only gripped his hands in

rigor mortis. 

       The moon came out, and it began. 

       Whenever he tried to reflect on the sensation of his transformations after

the fact, it was always this first bit that stuck out to him. The thrashing, the

tearing at his clothes, choking on screams as his whole body was awash in

pain. What he often forgot was the feeling of shrinking, of being swallowed

whole by this skin that wasn’t his and recessing into the back of the being

controlling him.  

       Finally, he would surface. 

*

       Every morning after was the same. He would wake up to the sting of

antiseptic being applied to all the wounds he had gouged into his own skin. 
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His mother would clean his cuts and scrub the caked blood out of his

fingernails as he lay there, dazed and swimming in pain. The sun was always

too bright but never gave any warmth to the room. If he closed his eyes, he

could almost see the events of the last night, dark walls staining a brilliant

red. 

       He could smell breakfast being prepared in another room of the house.

Toast. Fried potatoes and tomatoes. It was his father’s ritual. Before the bite, it

was on Sundays, and it would be a feast of bacon and sausage and fried eggs. 

       They were vegetarian now. Well. No one had said this out loud, but his

parents had stopped buying meat altogether. Once, after his father had been

given a raise at work, they went out to dinner at a chain which purported to

be a cut above the others, even though everyone knew that the food

everywhere was the same. He had tried to order a steak. It wasn’t often that

his family had the opportunity to eat steak. He thought it would be nice, a

celebration.  

       His mother had paled, his father turned red, and the waiter asked,  

       And what temperature would you like that at?

       His father told the waiter to never mind, that they would take lasagna all

around. Once the waiter had left, his father dragged him out to the parking lot

and demanded what the hell he thought he was doing. His father spent the

next ten minutes ranting about the price of meat these days, was he made of

money, did his son not even think about the ramifications of his choices. 

       But he was old enough to do the math by then. As his father continued, he

wasn’t there anymore. He had sunk again back into his mind. A twelve dollar
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piece of lasagna versus a fifteen dollar piece of steak. Things might have been

tight, but he could have paid the difference from his neighborhood yardwork

money. 

       He often thinks about the looks on his parents’ faces in that moment.

Slack-jawed horror and irrepressible anger. When he smokes the morning

after a bad transformation now, these are the faces he sees in the shadows of

dawn. He remembers the post-transformation breakfasts, the toast scratching

the roof of his mouth, the fried potatoes burning his tongue, the tomatoes

soaking the plate in rivers of blood. 

       The smell of fried tomatoes still makes him sick. 

* 

       His first partner knew about his problem. They kept asking him to be

more aggressive in bed, asking him to let them stay in the room while he

transformed. He had been out of love with them for several weeks when they

asked him to bite them.  

       He went back to his father’s house after that. His father didn’t want him

there. He knew that. It wasn’t a secret anymore, like it had been all those

years ago. He had been talking with a friend when he had realized it. They

were eating lunch out together as a treat, and she had asked how long he had

been vegetarian. As he picked the tomatoes out of his salad, he had told her

about how his parents had stopped buying meat after the bite—she knew

about the bite, of course. He told everyone about the bite as soon as he

became really close with them. If he didn’t, it ate at him. He would have

dreams of their faces covered in scars, the same scars that wrapped around 
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his body, calcifying, almost petrifying him. 

       How did that make you feel? 

       The question had surprised him. How did what make him feel? Being

vegetarian? He couldn’t remember the taste of meat at that point, so it didn’t

really affect him.

       No, the way your parents reacted about—you know…  

       The people he had told often did this, trailing off suggestively whenever

his problem was discussed.  

       He remembered that night at the restaurant again, the calculations he had

done in his head, the way he sunk back into himself.  

       Oh, I. 

       He remembered his father’s anger that night, the shifty way his father had

glanced over at him while preparing breakfast after the first transformation,

the heavy thud of a full package of bacon hitting the bottom of the bin.  

       He excused himself from lunch that day and didn’t answer her calls for the

next week. 

       Being back at his father’s house was like reliving that week again. After he

had left home, his parents had turned his room into an office, so when he

came back, he found that his father had set up a cot in the room with his cage.

Every night, he heard his father turn the lock on his bedroom door. His father

bought extra chains to surround the cage and after his transformations, often

didn’t come to let him out until noon.  

His father also now owned a gun. Once, while borrowing a pair of socks from

his father’s drawers, he found a double-barreled shotgun beneath the neatly
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folded clothes. 

       It was tempting to use it himself. He was sure that if he looked, he would

find silver bullets somewhere in the drawers too. And wouldn’t it be a

kindness, wouldn’t it be a mercy, wouldn’t it simply be a relief? He closed his

eyes and sunk again into the swimming recesses of his consciousness. That

night, he opted to sleep in the cage just in case something happened. 

*

       By the time his father died, he was spending most of his time in the cage of

his own volition. In the moments it seemed too small, he closed his eyes and

envisioned taking that shotgun out, loading it with silver bullets, and just

finding a way.  

       His parents had never owned the house. They had no savings to leave him.

Everything that his father did own had to be taken and sold to pay for the

funeral fees. Even the shotgun. After all, it was in peak condition and

eventually fetched a nice price. The only thing he was left with, the only thing

no one wanted, was the cage. Perhaps people assumed it had a kinky, less than

sanitary history. Certainly the people who came to his last-hope garage sale

thought so. They muttered about the dirty old man in number seven, how the

neighbors had heard screams and growls from his house. He didn’t know

whether to laugh or disappear. 

      He took the cage with him to the dinky apartment he found shortly after.

He knew it wasn’t of any use to him now. These days, he checked himself in at

a local hospital, where they had a procedure for dealing with transformations

like his. He didn’t have health insurance. His medical bills were piling up,
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 collecting interest. It wasn’t a livable situation, that was clear enough, but

that wasn’t something he was necessarily interested in. He knew eventually,

they would begin to garnish his wages. He would lose the apartment, food

security. But they couldn’t tell him no when he came in for his

transformation. Not when he didn’t have anywhere else to go. It was a public

safety measure. Maybe, he thought one night as he lay awake in his cage, they

would eventually just send him to prison, where he would be locked up all the

time, where it wouldn’t matter if he was about to transform, where he would

be punished. Maybe they would put him in solitary confinement, with only

the slightest window peeking down into the cell.

       Enough to dip his toes into moonlight. Enough to imagine submerging and

sinking into him until he was more moonlight than himself, until he could

pretend that the skin he was in was nothing more than a dream, a fretful sigh

of a being who wasn’t always so wrong, so disgustingly foul deep in its soul.

His scars would lift from his body and flutter near the window like moths,

aching for the light.  

       Eventually, he would be completely gone.
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i'm not a serial killer, i promise
Jonny Bolduc

when i was a kid i crushed bugs. our lawn had a hill and on the crest where the

sun hit full on the grass at the end of the summer, the grass would be dry and

hopping with tiny grasshoppers and aphids.

and i would sit and pick the grass in clumps and break the twigs up and make

little log cabins, and every time i saw a little grasshopper i’d play with it kind

of like a cat does, wait for it to hop almost out of reach and grab it gentle

between my fingers but more often than not gentle wasn’t gentle enough to

keep their tiny bodies from popping and guts smearing on my thumbs.

and i would imagine that there were little villages and farms and as i stepped

from grass clump to grass clump i’d imagine stomping on all the little places

and i would picture smoke rising from the homes and the farms smushed and

the little people screaming, “oh no! it’s the giant!”

and they would be so afraid. they would all be afraid of me. on the bus steven

punched me in the stomach because i wouldn’t let him play my gameboy and i

knew one day he would be afraid of me. in the lunch line kevin found a rotten 
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tomato he forgot was in his backpack and put me in a headlock and smashed

it in my face and oh won’t he be sorry when i have him in a headlock and

squeeze him a little too hard like he’s a tiny grasshopper. one day. kevin

works at walmart and steven works at a car dealership and i will take them to

the high dry grass and i will dry them out and i will i will will crush like bugs

and i will i will 
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One With the Crows
Bethany Cutkomp

       She was a wild thing, Granddad once told us, as mysterious as the weather.

He liked to joke that his eldest sister had been raised by the birds rather than

their own parents. I always figured my great aunt Edith was magic. That

would explain why she lived alone in that rickety farmhouse, why her display

of trinkets multiplied with every visit, why her infamous narratives straddled

the line between reality and fantasy. 

       Edith was a storyteller – this I was confident in. Every visit, she gathered

the family on her musty living room rug to tell tales of ambiguity. Did she

predict the mare’s fatal illness a week before it killed her, or was it just

coincidence? Was it a spirit’s voice chiming into the middle of a story, or was

it Granddad shouting from the bathroom? Was she correct that the piano

played on its own, or was she playing tricks on us? 

       I thought that with time, my cousin Margot and I would be able to

decipher fact from fiction. As we grew older, however, we weren’t so sure

what to make of our memories. Our last family visit was over a decade ago.

Margot was nine, a whole year and three months older than me – she liked to

remind me of that. Between our fathers, we stretched out on the rug to reach

warm patches of sunlight. Granddad wandered the house, too restless to sit in

one spot. 
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       Looming over us in her reclining chair, Edith twirled her long ginger-gray

hair around her knobby pointer finger, immersing us in one of her narratives.

I couldn’t bring myself to look at her. Her face was a map of wrinkles

displaying the eeriest pair of eyes I’ve ever seen. They reminded me of a doll’s,

how one eye crossed inward while the other stared out at nothing. Margot

tapped my knee and I batted her hand away. I was preoccupied with keeping

my favorite barn cat in my lap. 

       “Wren, pay attention,” Margot whispered. I ignored her. 

       That is, until the house started shaking. Violently. 

       Picture frames shook loose from the walls and vases jumped from the

shelves, surrounding us in shards of glass. My cat yowled and dashed out of

the room. My father pulled me to his chest for protection. Even with my face

buried in his sweat-stained polo, I still quaked from the sound of destruction

– the coat rack toppling over, the walls sprouting new cracks, the silverware

chattering in the cabinets. 

       And then the house went still. What followed was dead silence. I

remembered this part clearly, the way all of us dug our nails into the rug and

held our breaths as if bracing for an aftershock. However, Edith remained

unfazed. With her eyes closed, she folded her hands in her lap and smiled. 

       “There it is,” she said. Just like that. As if whatever story she’d been telling

had come to life right there among us. 

       Margot let out a wail and fled upstairs. Uncle Tristan ran after her. Edith’s

dark walls, crowded with paintings and trinkets, closed in on me. Flecks of

black greeted my vision. I stumbled to Granddad and buried my face in his
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 lap. A contradiction of voices rang through both ears, like different

instruments of the same symphony. 

       Granddad’s gentle “It’s okay, darling. There’s nothing to be afraid of,” to

me. Dad’s accusatory “What did you do? What’s wrong with you?” to Edith.

       The walls creaked in apology, settling back to their stagnant homeostasis.

       That was the last time we ever saw our great aunt Edith. 

*** 

       The dried, forgotten crops bordering the abandoned farmhouse twitched

in the midnight breeze, whispering, stop, stop, stop. 

       But I couldn’t stop. The rock’s jagged surface bit into the soft flesh of my

palm. I squeezed. Felt my grip begging for release. So I gave it what it wanted,

launching it toward our target, marked by my cousin’s flashlight. 

       No satisfying crash of brittle glass. My trajectory missed its mark for the

sixth time, bouncing off the rotting wood with a dull thud. Margot sighed,

sweeping her light beam across the surrounding neglected cornfields, leaving

me to pitch to a black void. 

       “I’ll try the door again,” she said. “Don’t want any passerby blowing our

heads off with their shotgun.” 

       “Oh, shut up.” 

       The Iowa sky was as black as our funeral attire – the only way we blended

in with our environment. My cousin and I weren’t farm girls. I thrived off of

beachcombing and crochet projects. Margot invested her time and money in

thrifting and box dye. Ever since our granddad moved to the coast to be closer

to us, we hadn’t returned to the Midwest in over a decade. But now Granddad
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was gone, just like his sister. 

       His funeral reception brought in relatives we didn’t remember. Strangers

dressed like shadows embraced us with hot, minty breaths in our ears

whispering how much they missed us.

       Darlings, you were only this tall when we last saw you. Margot, I barely

recognized you with your hair so dark. And Wren! Oh, I see so much of Edith

in you. 

       She’d been dead for years but Edith’s name still circulated as if she were

alive in that stale space with us. The room of shadows passed around stories.

Stories they remembered listening to. Stories of their own surreal experiences

inside that farmhouse. Stories that overlapped one another, too comparable

to be anything short of organic. 

       She talked to the walls, crazy old woman. 

       I saw her exchange gifts with the crows. Arthur used to say that she was

raised by them. 

       Part-crow, that’s what he called her. 

       Once Edith claimed she knew the exact location of our missing cat. I

swear, in that very spot was a snake curled up in the grass. 

       Remember that time when it rained inside her kitchen? Only inside,

though.

       Yes, yes! And Arthur got soaked while patching those cracks in the ceiling.

       The frequent mentions of our granddad made the undigested funeral

casseroles rise up my esophagus. When nobody was looking, my cousin

shooed me into her rusty pickup and we snuck out into the night, spinning up
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gravel dust in our wake. 

       Yes, we were running away, but it was more than that. In a sense, we were

running toward something, too. Closure between myth and truth. Evidence of

paranormal activity. Answers to why we weren’t allowed to visit anymore.

Maybe bits of Edith still lurked inside those walls. Maybe bits of Granddad,

too. 

       Margot cried quietly at the wheel. I pretended not to notice – partly out of

respect, and so that I didn’t have to acknowledge my own lack of emotion. The

numbness gnawed at my bones, taunting me for my inability to grieve. I loved

Granddad more than anything. It seemed like my mind and body were

punishing me. 

       While my cousin tried the front door again, I dropped the rocks at my feet

and captured a dark panoramic of our surroundings with my phone. The

photos came out grainy, so I tried videorecording instead. I hoped the phone

picked up the metallic croaks of the yard’s windmill, the way it pleaded go…

go… 

       “Got it,” my cousin called from the porch. She shoved the stubborn door

open and waved me over. 

       The first thing that hit us was the stench of mildew and rat poison. I

swiped the windowsill piled with dead ladybugs and rubbed a decade’s worth

of dust between my fingertips. Margot glided the flashlight beam through the

dank abyss, unveiling an archive of abandoned oddities. Shadows leapt from

the shelves, stretching and warping around the living room furniture in a

hungry dash to escape our light beam. 
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       My skin itched. I pocketed my phone, bothered by a nagging feeling I

couldn’t decipher. Half-melted candles with perpetual tears of wax filled each

shelf. Margot found a stash of matches in the cupboard and soon we had a soft

glow flickering all throughout the living room. Trinkets of varying sizes

congested all flat surfaces. Glass jugs contained herbs and seeds. Corked jars

of unidentified liquid were sealed away with wax. I pocketed handfuls of raw

crystals in my crocheted purse. Margot side-eyed me and turned to the

opposite wall with a grimace. 

       “That’s her, isn’t it?” 

       A large black-and-white photograph hung above the mantel. An aproned

woman about the age of our fathers stepped out of the cornfield, arms lifted

to either side like a scarecrow. But the crows were not scared of her. Two sat

perched on her left arm and shoulder, a third one in mid-flight to her right.

Her face was blurred, but I recognized that thick ginger hair, identical to ours. 

       “That’s Edith,” I confirmed. “Granddad called her part-crow.” 

       Margot nodded. “I remember.” 

       Our eyes trailed down the rest of the wall. Shriveled flowers and insect

wings pinned to canvases hung crooked on the wall. What disturbed us most

were the animal remains occupying every shelf: bones, fur, teeth, molted skin.

I swallowed back sour bile as Margot took pictures. 

       “Do you think…” she whispered, “Do you think she like, made sacrifices to

the devil or something?” 

       “I don’t think so.” I took the flashlight from her and swept its beam across

that patterned rug beside the recliner, discolored with over a decade's worth 
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of stains. “Do you think she was actually dangerous?” 

       Margot opened her mouth but closed it in uncertainty. 

       I directed the light to our great aunt’s reclining chair. “Do you remember

when…”

       “When Edith made the house shake?” Margot finished. “Yeah, I

remember.” The air in the room went stale. I traced the cracks up the walls

and through the ceiling – scars left from the damage taken over a decade ago. 

       “It couldn’t have been her,” I reasoned, voice hollow. “There must’ve been

an earthquake and she just used that to scare—”

       “It wasn’t an earthquake,” Margot interrupted, gaze frozen on that

photograph.

       “We were so young, we would have believed anything.”

       “It wasn’t an earthquake,” she repeated. She dragged a hand across her

eyes, smearing a black streak of mascara down her cheek. “Wren, you know it

wasn’t.” 

       There it is. 

       I could still recall the creak in Edith’s voice, the confidence laced in her

statement. Round and round, that lock of ginger-gray hair spun. When she’d

finally opened her eyes to the surrounding destruction and uproar, her

mannequin stare trailed over our shoulders, out at the empty stretch of

hallway. She nodded to herself, to something else in the room with us. "It

wasn't an earthquake," I echoed, pausing. "But what was it?"

       No answer. I lifted my gaze. Margot had left me alone in the flickering

living room. My skin prickled. Her absence made the room feel heavier, as if I
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were less alone than when she was beside me. 

       The ceiling creaked in gentle intervals. Footsteps. Margot was brave for

venturing up there alone. Crossing the room, I stopped beside the piano and

gazed up at those emerald velvet curtains concealing the top of the staircase. I

wavered, overcome with a memory as striking as a punch. 

*** 

       The screen windows let in windchime chuckles and wafts of incoming

rain. My father was out tending to the horses, so Edith and Granddad looked

after me. At five years old, I was too small to reach the piano pedals but small

enough to fit in Edith’s lap. 

       I plinked the keys from one end to the other, leaving a greasy film on my

fingertips. Edith played on the lower end, lifting her hands halfway through

and revealing keys that still performed without her touch. I thought she was

magic. Granddad sat on the recliner, clasping his hands together and going

wonderful, wonderful. 

       Before the song ended, I tugged on Edith’s blouse sleeve and whispered, “I

have to pee.” 

       “The bathroom’s upstairs, sweetheart.” 

       “But…” I crossed my legs and threw a swift glance toward those opaque

curtains upstairs. “That lady is up there.” 

       I’d tried telling my father about the lady upstairs. One evening while on

my way to the bathroom, a swift movement in my peripherals caught my

attention. I’d stiffened. A thin woman in a nightgown, too old to be Margot but

far too young to be Edith passed straight through the closed bedroom door. 
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Then she looked at me. Her eyes took on an almost animalistic quality to

them, just unfocused enough to be deeply unsettling. 

       I’d pressed a fist to my mouth, horrified at the wet soaking down my

sweatpants. When my father went to check, there was no lady, but ever since,

those curtains seemed like a direct portal to hell.  

       Edith exchanged looks with Granddad. “Beatrice won’t bother you,

honey.” I shook my head, unable to construct a coherent sentence. Dad and

Tristan had never mentioned a Beatrice before. 

       Granddad’s calloused hand closed around mine. “Let’s go together.” 

       He held my hand all the way to the bathroom and back. When we returned

unscathed, Edith wrapped her wrinkled arms around me and said, “See? That

wasn’t so bad was it?” 

***

       The piano appeared untouched since that memory, frozen in time. I lifted

the fallboard and pressed its keys. Years of neglect aged the notes out of tune

and half of the higher octave keys didn’t produce a sound anymore. 

       I pictured Granddad clapping beside me and my hand balled into a fist.

Why won’t you cry? You’re a heartless person. Don’t you love him? I closed

the fallboard with a thud. Margot’s voice called from somewhere in the house.

“Is that you?” 

       I started up the stairs, wrestling my sweaty hair into a bun. “Yeah, where

are you?” 

       “Dining room. You’ve gotta see this.” 

       I froze on the steps. Margot's boot heels clomped through the kitchen, too
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quick and noisy to match the hesitant creaks above. When she arrived at my

side, she frowned at my stiff posture. 

       “Why are you looking at me like that?” 

       “I thought you were upstairs.” Don’t freak out. 

       Margot shook her head. “I was in the dining room. Edith has some

taxidermied crow as the centerpiece. Its wings were spread out like this.” She

swiped through her pictures, dismissing an incoming call from her dad. “Kind

of sacrilegious to her ‘own kind,’ isn’t it?” I glanced over my shoulder again

with a dismissive “Yeah.” 

       “What’s up there?” Margot pushed past me, parting the heavy curtains like

it was nothing. “Come on, Wren. I need light.” 

       I pointed our flashlight down the black hallway at the top of the stairs.

Outside each doorway lay glue traps. Margot drifted from room to room,

snapping pictures with the flash on. The runner rug muffled her boot heels so

well that she could have been an apparition herself. She turned back to me

with a sigh. “Why aren’t you taking pictures?”

       “I don’t know.” The air trapped in my lungs weighed me down. “It feels

wrong.”

       “This isn’t like the stories passed around,” Margot mused. “Maybe the

magic left when Edith died.” 

       My muscles went rigid. Those words sliced me open the moment they left

her lips. If they were true, that meant that when someone died, they were

truly gone forever. I thought of Granddad and a frigid burn clawed into my

throat. A peculiar silence plugged my ears and suddenly I was slumped
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against the wall. 

       Margot was at my side in seconds. “What? What’s the matter?” 

       “I need to sit down,” I warbled, but neither of us moved. 

       That infuriating numbness consumed me. Why did we have to lose the

people that meant the most to us? Why couldn’t hints of them stick around to

keep us company until we join them eventually? Why did I feel so alone? 

       I wrapped my arms around my cousin’s wiry frame and inhaled, her peach

perfume losing a battle to sweat. She stiffened in my embrace but then melted

into me. 

       “I’m sorry. I think there’s something wrong with me,” I admitted. 

       “Breathe. There’s nothing wrong with you.” 

       From her pocket, her phone buzzed against my hip. She peeled away and

glanced at her screen. “It’s my dad.” 

       “Don’t answer it.” 

       Margot hesitated, thumb hovering over the accept button. “He’s gonna call

the cops.”

       “Margot, don’t—” but she already turned her back to me and lifted the

phone to her ear. While Uncle Tristan barked at her through the phone, I let

myself inside the bedroom at the end of the hall. A chill seeped through the

open window, letting in distant windmill groans. I swept my flashlight over an

intricate quilt. A wardrobe adorned with citrus garland. A wall of black-and-

white photos exhibiting eerie multi-exposure shots: a small boy poking his

head around the barn door, but also up close, pointing toward the house. A

woman in a white dress kicking her legs on the tree swing. A horse turning its 
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 head to look into the lens. 

       Horse eyes. That’s what it was. Beatrice, the lady upstairs, had horse eyes.

I sunk into the desk chair, shielding my eyes from those eerie photos. Once I

pried the drawers open, I rifled through the contents inside. Stationary

supplies. Balls of twine. More photographs tucked into envelopes. 

       Careful not to smudge any, I held each picture to the light. These were in

color, each with a caption inked in cursive letters on the back. Some familiar

faces were confirmed by their label. A young boy sat at the piano, labeled

Samuel and Edmund playing a tune. My father grinned at the camera with

missing teeth. Whoever Edmund was must have been caught out of frame. 

       Four generations: Dad, Arthur, Tristan, and Margot. My granddad, uncle,

and cousin stood alongside the family tractor. Margot’s hair was a tangle of

red, long before she had dyed it black. The three of them were laughing. Still, I

didn’t see a fourth person. Great Granddad had died long before Margot and I

were born. 

       Something was off – I could sense it. A dissonance of whispers crept

through the open window: Stop, stop, stop from the rippling crops, go… go…

from the croaking windmill. I itched a chill out of the back of my neck. 

       Footsteps paced outside the bedroom door. “Wren, my dad’s on his way.

We need to get out of here.”

       Stashing photographs of Granddad in my bag, I pushed the chair back and

rummaged through the bottom drawer. Jars of dried leaves. Boxes of incense.

A note taped to a black feather. I snatched it and read. 

       Found this on my morning stroll and thought of you. The girls still speak
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of you and your magic. I wish you could see how much they’ve grown. With

love, Arthur. 

       “Granddad,” I whispered. 

       Margot’s hand rested on my shoulder and squeezed. Something nestled in

that numbness within me busted free. I crumbled forward with a sob that

lodged itself halfway out of my throat. Globs of snot and tears slithered down

my face. 

       He loved his sister. She loved us too, but we abandoned her. 

       A flush of heat surged through my numb limbs. Losing Granddad was

agonizing. I pictured myself in Edith’s perspective, losing my entire family at

once – not because they died, but because they deemed me as dangerous. 

      “I’m so sorry,” I whispered. Those were the only words I had left in me. I’m

sorry, I’m sorry. 

       I didn’t know if anyone heard me. Perhaps nobody, if the house’s spirits

left with hers. I hoped wherever my great aunt Edith was, she had Granddad

at her side to exchange those wild stories of hers. I wondered if they knew

how much I ached for them, even if I had a hard time expressing it. 

       From downstairs, the front door opened and I startled upright. 

       “Wren! We’re leaving!”

       Margot’s voice shouted clearly from the bottom of the stairs, which made

no sense considering that her hand still rested warm against my shoulder.

When I whipped around, there was nobody there. I was alone. 

       From the open window, a crow sang its raucous call somewhere in the

night.
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Birthday Cake
Elodie Barnes

January’s cold has made spun sugar of my bones. A sharp crackle of them; a

web on which frosted flesh rests, precarious. Shot through with the sweetness

of ice. But you know, don’t you, that ice is never the same from one day to the

next? Mutable, shifting. One day smooth and swelling, the next splintered.  

Put your hand here, on my stomach. Feel the hollow cleft of air where I

cracked wide open. Feel the imprints of your hands, feet, nose, all still there a

year on. Feel as the skin closes over the silence.  

 Blood drips from between my legs and glistens like honey. I am prey, now.

Your prey. A trail of it leads to me, dark and tempting on the snow; you

haven’t eaten for days and my breast is full and aching. But you won’t come

for that. Your howl splits the far-off night, stubborn and starving, and I howl

back a desperate invitation. You are wolf now, and wolves prefer meat to

milk. And doesn’t a mother always give her child what she needs?  

No one told me it would be like this. No one told me that however much I

tried to give you, however close I held you, it wouldn’t be enough to keep you.

But you’ll come, eventually, even if it’s not for long. You know these sweet,

milky layers of body are all I have left. 
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Do you remember skin? The pale, translucent wash of it, like the first light of

sunrise; the way it so easily tears?  

I wait for you in soft, buttery snow, and the moon lights a candle in the sky. 
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Legs and All
Em No
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Bait
Em No
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Siren Satellite
Emily Rose Cronan

Meteorite stained lips and white gauze lace overlay this view of the moon and

she lies in the dark breezy hall with a secret on her lips. So soft it bears no

repeating for the company of chrysalis and black winged beetles that

accompany her studies. Her cool harsh tears fill the very halls with a quest for

resolution, follow through from some long forgotten past.

And the night is opal in the quiet dark. The men long gone with their smoking

jackets and chagrin, but she lies on the precipice between window sill and

water vase her face, a meandering loop of eye and rippled fingertips. Because

she waits like cattle for the moment that may ignite it all, she calls upon an

olden song to appease the boredom and bridge curiosity to the brink of

banishment to taste tobacco as a choice, to spit it out as a prompt. 

To rustle feathers in the henhouse, dispense coins and crisscross shoelaces. It

appears in her head in rows of three before distraction catches prey. She dares

to answer to the night a calling song, recalling fang, recoiling fray, to fade old

ways.  
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A Ghost's Story
Caroline Bickford

       The little boy couldn’t see her. The last one hadn’t either, or the one before

that. Neither could their parents, but she didn’t care about them so much. She

was a child, in a way, and so she wanted to be seen by children. At least, she

felt like a child, and looked like a child, even though she remembered every

year as though she had lived it breathing. That was how it worked when you

died. You kept collecting years, but they stopped meaning much of anything. 

       Now the little boy was leaving, and though he had never seen her, she was

pretty sure he knew she was there. He had caught her trying to play with his

toys once. If she focused, she could just barely graze her fingers against them

and feel the plastic still warm from his chubby hands. She wasn’t creepy —

she didn’t want to be creepy — but sometimes at night she would watch him

sleep, his chest rising and falling with each breath, and she would wonder

what it was like to feel air in your lungs, how the body knew to keep breathing

when you were asleep but not when you were dead, and what exactly did he

think about when he closed his eyes? Because when she closed hers, she just

saw darkness, and she didn’t like the dark. 

A little girl moved in. That was a nice change, to see a little girl since she was a

little girl. This girl was older than the boy, much closer to her own age. Her

mother called her Mary, and her father called her Mare-Bear. The little girl

wondered if her mother and father had had two names for her, but she
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couldn’t remember much of before. That was another part of being dead. All

the years after were carved into her mind, but the ones before were like

steam. She could feel their heat, but if she tried to wrap her fingers around

them, they slipped through.  

       Mary was curious. She loved exploring the house, stomping up and down

the stairs, opening all the doors. The little girl followed her, looking into each

crevice over Mary’s shoulder. She hadn’t seen some of the spaces in decades,

because they were dark, and she didn’t like the dark. She was there when

Mary pointed at the ceiling and said, “What’s that?” to her father, and he said,

“Let’s check it out,” then he pulled on a string and a set of stairs fell from the

ceiling. Mary and her father gagged on the dust, but it was the sudden

memory of watching her own father climbing these steps with a cardboard

box and wet eyes that threatened to choke the little girl. 

       All three climbed the steps, Mary and her father carefully, the little girl

slowly, because she didn’t want to get to the top first and find herself in the

dark, alone. The father found a light switch and the room was bathed in dusty,

yellow light. “Be careful,” he said, “there might be bugs.”

       They explored the room slowly, opening each box and crawling into each

corner. The little girl found her box and stood beside it, bouncing with

anticipation as Mary made her way over. She was only feet away when her

father said, “Okay, let’s break for lunch.” 

       No! The little girl tried to shout, but her throat had no air to make a sound.

Yet Mary, who had been turning towards her father, looked back at her over

her shoulder. She went right to where the little girl was standing and waved
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her hand in the air over the box, but felt nothing.  

       “Come on,” her father said. 

       The little girl reached down and grabbed the flaps of the box, her

fingertips miraculously wrapping around the soft cardboard, and lifted it. It

was a small movement, but it was enough to catch Mary’s attention. She bent

over and opened the box, a cloud of musty air pouring out as she took in the

toys and blankets. 

       “Huh,” her dad said over her shoulder, “I wonder who those belonged to.”

The father flipped the light off as he left, but with a glance over her shoulder,

Mary turned it back on. 

       The little girl plunged her hands into the box and for the first time in

decades her fingers felt soft fabric and scratchy wood and pointed edges. She

held a doll against her chest and stroked its coarse hair, rolled a squeaky

wooden train up and down the floor, wrapped herself in a moth-eaten blanket

and remembered in a puff of memory that felt more like a cloud than steam

that her mother had made it for her. She was so caught up in her lost things,

she didn’t hear Mary bounding up the steps.

       Mary froze at the top of the stairs, staring at the emptied box, the pile of

toys, the blanket floating in the air.  

       “You’re real, right?” she whispered. 

       The little girl nodded, but Mary couldn’t see her. 

       Hmmm… give me your blanket,” Mary said, holding out her hand. The

little girl reared back as though Mary’s palm were an open flame, her fingers

licking tendrils of heat that would consume all the new found treasures. But
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the little girl had watched Mary explore every corner of the house, even the

dark crevices her parents yanked her away from as they wiped dirt and dust

from her hands and face. Mary always tiptoed back to them in the quiet of the

night or early mornings, not to play in them, but to look. To see.  

       The little girl wanted so desperately to be seen. 

       Mary took the blanket gently as the little girl placed it in her hands.

“Here,” Mary said, holding up the blanket, “go under it.”

       The little girl did as she was told, walking under the blanket so it hung

above her head. She was just beginning to wonder what Mary would do when

the blanket fell on her, covering her mouth, her ears, her eyes. Darkness

enveloped her. She screamed — or, she wanted to scream, but she had no air

to scream with, so she fled, tossing off the blanket and running down the

stairs. 

       “Wait—“ Mary said, but her father was there now. 

       “I see you started with out me,” he said with a grin. 

       Mary pressed her face into the hole ridden blanket to hide her tears.

       Hours later, Mary sat in her room, the box of toys sitting next to her bed.

The little girl watched as she cut holes into the blanket. She wanted to cry, but

she had no tears. 

       “Are you in here?” Mary whispered, but the little girl didn’t answer, had

resolved to never answer her again, had decided it was better to be invisible

and lonely than seen and betrayed. 

       “Listen,” Mary said to the stillness, “I’m afraid of the dark so I thought

maybe you were afraid? So — can we try again?” She held up the blanket. "I
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think I fixed it.” The little girl glared at her from the corner of the room,

unmoving. “Please?” Mary asked, her voice cracking. 

       The little girl had spent so long wanting to be seen, but this was the first

time anyone had shown any interest in seeing her, really seeing her. Was she

really going to throw that away over a blanket whose warmth she had no

memory of? 

       She walked under the blanket and pushed against it to show Mary she was

there. With a smile, Mary dropped it. The little girl was lost in darkness, but

she clenched her fists and kept herself from running. 

       “Don’t get scared,” Mary said, “put these two holes where your eyes are.”

With shaking fingers, the little girl shifted the blanket until the lopsided holes

hung over her eyes.  

       “Wow,” Mary whispered, “I can see you.” 

       The little girl ran to Mary’s mirror. At first she saw only a floating blanket,

but when she nodded she could see her nose poking up, and when she shook

her head she could see her shoulders, and when she raised her arms or kicked

her legs the blanket fluttered as if hanging on a laundry line on a windy day.

       “Now we can play together,” Mary said, sitting in front of the toys. “We’ll

have to find a way for you to talk, too.” 

       The little girl nodded, exaggerating the movement so Mary could see it,

and sat next to her. 

       “I’m excited to have a friend,” Mary whispered. “I don’t really have any.”

The little girl couldn’t say anything, but she nodded again. She was always

learning new  things about being dead, things she hadn't realized she wanted
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to do but couldn’t, like turning on a TV or making toast or breathing in dust or

cutting her finger or bumping her head. But if making a friend was something

she could still do, maybe all the other stuff didn’t matter. Maybe this was

enough.
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Sealsong
Lydia Rose Hecker

       To live by the sea, the ever-inconsistent sea, is to surrender a part of

yourself to those changing waters. Maeve knows this well, with her father’s

lessons lingering in her head every time she wades into the shallow edge of

the shore. 

       Her mother was taken by storm-angered waves shortly after her birth.

       Maeve holds no fear of the water, only respect—as her father taught her.

His work as a fisherman takes him on long journeys on the seas, and she

always watches long after his shadow disappears from the horizon. Children

are not meant to sail, or so Maeve is told, so she stays behind and manages

their small house on the shore. 

       A fortnight after his departure, she sits with her legs dangling over the

wooden dock. Heavy ropes are coiled beside her, and her hands twist around

them as she braids fishing nets for her father’s return. 

       Salt-soaked wind whips across Maeve’s face, sending auburn hair into her

mouth. She sputters and spits it out, but her hands don’t pause in her

braiding. Her father promised to return for her tenth birthday—today—and

she intends to show him she’s ready to take to the seas with him. Their family

is small—only Maeve, her father, and her grandmother—so Maeve will take

over the fishing when her father is gone. 

The air turns cold and sharp as the sun sets on the horizon. Maeve’s many 
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nets sit behind her in a woven basket. With nothing left for her hands, she has

taken to braiding her long hair as she waits. Her grandmother will soon come

looking for her, but she can’t bring herself to turn inside yet. Her father

promised to make it back. 

       Maeve sniffles. Heat burns behind her closed eyes. He promised. 

       A short bark draws her out of her pity. 

       Maeve quickly wipes at her eyes and looks around. The shores are empty

around her. Water splashes her bare feet, and she peers her head below the

docks. 

      Large black eyes meet her eyes. A whiskered snout twitches. 

       “Hello,” Maeve says. “Who are you?” 

       The creature tilts its head to the side and barks again. White spots spread

out along the right side of its face like a crescent moon. 

       “I’m Maeve.” She scoots closer to the edge of the water. “I should call you

something. Whiskers?” 

       A loud snorts sprays salt water into Maeve’s face. 

       “Not that. I agree. A more pleasing name, then. Perhaps…” Maeve

considers for a moment. “What do you think of Pinni?” 

       A series of barks and snorts follows the name, and the creature does a flip

in the water, revealing a white-speckled back and curious-looking fins. 

       “Pinni it is.” 

       Maeve grins at the creature.

       “Maeve! It’s time to come in,” her grandmother’s voice calls from farther

inland. Maeve turns to respond, but the sound of the loud splash calls her
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attention back to the water and her new friend. The creature is nowhere to be

found, even when Maeve twists her whole body to peer beneath the docks. 

“Maeve!” her grandmother repeats, louder this time. 

*** 

       It isn’t until past Maeve’s twelfth birthday that she spots her friend again.

She is sailing with her father, placing nets along the shoreline and sketching

in the leather skin journal her grandmother got her. Unsteady lines mimic the

islands they pass, but none of her drawings turn out how she wants. 

       As Maeve leans her back against the railing, a chorus of barks catches her

attention. She turns around fast enough that the boat sways back and forth.

Water sloshes over the edges. 

       “Maeve?” her father asks from his spot at the hull. “Are you alright?” 

       “Fine, Father,” she replies. 

       In the distance, a pod of gray-skinned creatures dance in the water. Their

faces briefly breach the surface, but she recognizes one with white speckles

on its back and face. “Admiring the seals are ye?” her father asks from beside

her. 

       Maeve startles and nearly drops her journal. 

       “Seals?” she repeats. On her tenth birthday, she had questioned her

grandmother incessantly about the strange animal to no avail. Either she

couldn’t describe it well enough, or her grandmother simply didn’t know. 

       “They are creatures of the sea, but with the blessing to leave the waters.

On rare occasions, you can spot them along the shores.” 

       Maeve stares out into the water long after the seals disappear from view.
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She wonders if Pinni even remembered her. 

       That night, when they dock at home after checking Maeve’s nets, she

draws by candlelight. Seals covered in pale freckles and beseechingly dark

eyes cover her page and charcoal stains her hands. 

       She wakes up late the next morning, with the sun high in the sky and her

father gone to fetch the nets left overnight. 

       “Morning,” her grandmother greets her as she comes down the stairs.

“Fresh fruit is on the table.” 

       “What’s the occasion?” Maeve asks. 

       “Your father has been chosen to guide an expedition.” 

       Maeve mouths the unfamiliar word, running her tongue around it and

feeling for some semblance of meaning. 

       “A trip of discovery,” her grandmother says. “Deeper into the waters than

any have ventured.” 

       “Is it safe?” Maeve asks. “When will he leave?” 

       “He left this morning.” 

       Maeve chews on her cheek. Why had her father not told her of this

expedition when they sailed the day prior? 

       “Fret not, dear child, your father will be fine. He’s practically married to

the sea.” 

       “Don’t say that,” Maeve says. “Mother—”

       “My daughter would agree,” her grandmother interrupts. “She herself was

a seafarer. I’m certain her soul remains in the waters that took her from us.” 

       Maeve takes a piece of fruit and lets the sweet flavor wash away her
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worries. Her father always returned to her. It may take months, but never was

he gone forever. “Show me what you drew,” her grandmother says.  

       Maeve obliges. Her sketchbook looks strange in her grandmother’s

shaking hands, more like a child’s journal than a seafarer’s guidebook. Blood

rises to her cheeks as her grandmother flips through the amateur landscapes. 

       Her grandmother hums when she turns to the charcoal-dusted paper from

last night. Seal faces stare out from the page. Her grandmother stares at the

page for a long moment before finally closing the sketchbook and handing it

back to Maeve. 

       “Have you ever heard the tale of selkies?” her grandmother asks. 

Maeve shakes her head. 

       “Come, let us sit.” 

       Maeve leans against her grandmother’s arm and closes her eyes as her

deep voice rumbles in the air between them. Her grandmother’s stories

always warmed her faster than any fire and filled her better than any stew. 

       “Selkies at their core are half-seal, half-human. In the water, they don

their sealskin and transform to live in the sea. To go on land, they must shed

their sealskin and become human. However, they will always long for the

sea.” 

       “Like Mom,” Maeve whispers. 

       “Not quite,” her grandmother replies. “The call to the water is in a selkie’s

very blood and bone. It is said that some will die if they stay on land ‘til

morn.”

       “Then why would they stay?”
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       Here, Maeve’s grandmother hesitates. “By shedding their sealskin, a selkie

becomes human. However, if someone takes their coat, then they cannot

return to the water.” 

       “Why would someone steal the sealskin? Is it because they wanted to be a

selkie, too?” 

       “Not usually. Selkies are said to be of unmatched beauty. Many legends tell

the stories of famous chiefs and heroes stealing sealcoats to marry the

beautiful selkie they find on shore. Selkies are oft the subject of love at first

sight.” 

       Maeve sticks out her tongue as any kid does when romance is mentioned.

“Have I truly never told you this before?” her grandmother asks. 

       Maeve shakes her head. 

       For the rest of the day, Maeve thinks about how a magical sealskin would

feel. Surely it would be warm and soft. As comforting as her grandmother’s

knitted blanket. 

*** 

       Maeve never sees her father again after he leaves for his expedition.

Rumors rise and fall like a breath around their village. Some of the crueler

women whisper that he must have found a woman elsewhere and settled with

her rather than return. Others ponder if there was a battle, though no one

knows if this was the case. For four years, Maeve has lived with this

uncertainty. As Maeve grows into her womanhood, she notices the eyes of the

village boys linger on her more than ever before. She takes to donning her

fishing cloak even when she’s on shore. The thick wool keeps her warm on the 
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cold seas, and it hides her figure from view on the mainland. 

       Her grandmother grows frailer each day, and so Maeve takes more trips to

the village to barter for medicine from the herbal medic. Remedies and elixirs

clang against each other in their glass jars as she walks back to her small boat.

The price of fishing-twine jewelry and the best catches of her sails is one she

is more than willing to pay. 

       The travel is not short. Her family’s house and fishing dock are the only

settlements on their island, and the village has settled on the mainland

several leagues away. She must sail to and from the village for anything she

cannot provide for herself. 

       Maeve kneels on the muddy shore to untie her boat from its post when a

shadow falls over her. 

       “Have ye been ignoring me?” Gavin asks. 

       “How so?” Maeve asks.  

       The water-worn rope is heavy in her hand as she stands to face Gavin.

Once a spindly boy with too-long legs and too-large hands, he has grown into

them with wide set shoulders. His brown hair curls around the nape of his

neck, untamed. 

       “Ye never stop by my shop anymore.”  

       Gavin’s family runs the local butcher shop and has a devoted section of

land for their sheep. Ever since he turned eighteen, he has claimed the shop as

his own to any who will listen. The youngest of three brothers, Maeve knows

his boasts are more words than truth. 

       “What need have I of your lamb when I can fish up my supplies?” Maeve
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asks with a laugh.  

       Gavin steps up closer to Maeve. He’s taller than she realized. 

       “Let us wed,” Gavin says. “Ye have no father, no man of your house. I’ve

admired you for many a year.” 

       “I have no need nor want of a man,” she says. “I manage my affairs quite

well, I’ll have you know.”

       Another step brings Gavin close enough to grab her arm in a bruising grip.

She drops her rope in surprise, and the current steadily carries her boat

farther away. 

       “I’m being polite. It is improper for a woman of your age to live alone.” 

       Maeve stumbles back. Water sloshes into her boots, chilling her feet to ice.

       “I gave you my answer. You’d best respect it,” she warns. 

        Gavin narrows his eyes with a growl. He follows Maeve deeper into the

water, uncaring of the cold quickly breaking her skin into gooseflesh. 

       She grabs her gutting knife from her hip. Its curved blade is meant to

debone fish and remove scales from the skin. It works just as well to slash

through clothes and skin. He stumbles back with a shout. Blood drips from his

arm, staining his leather shirt a deep red. 

       Maeve quickly follows her boat into the sea and climbs aboard. Her shivers

threaten her grip on the paddles, but fear steadies her enough to sail to her

house leagues away. Her grandmother’s medicine is safe in her pockets. She

administers it carefully, and soon her grandmother’s pallor returns to normal. 

       Maeve dares not mention anything to her grandmother lest she gets

worked up.
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 *** 

       Maeve continues to sail the seas around her village and home islands. No

one has come for her after her attack on Gavin, and she can only thank

Gavin’s pride that he did not call the authorities on her. Though, she still

trusts her choice in that moment and will make it again if it comes to that. 

       Her grandmother’s treatment has reduced the shaking in her limbs and

given her the strength to stumble her way to the porch. The fresh air seems to

help her.

       Maeve, too, finds the sea-scented air calming. Every night, she sits on the

edge of her dock. Her fishing boat is a hulking shadow beside her, and the

waters reflect the moon’s light in silver waves. 

       She is taller than when she was a child, so her feet skim the surface of

water. Ripples spread out around her. Just as the water has shaped her life,

now she shapes it. Maeve’s eyes drift closed as the lapping of the water lulls

her into sleep. 

       She is woken by a crash. 

       Wood splinters splay from the edge of her boat, and she jumps to her feet.

Another crash breaks the railing off, and it falls into the water with a loud

splash. 

       A deep grunt is followed by the thunk of an axe hitting wood.  

       Maeve jumps to her feet and races across the dock. She finds a shadowed

figure hacking at her ship. 

       “What are you doing?” Maeve yells. 

       The figure turns to sneer at her. She recognizes Gavin’s brown curls, and
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fear and anger curdle in her gut like spoiled milk. 

       A flaming torch is in one of his hands. 

       “What do ye think? Ye mock me and cut me and expect me to take it like a

woman?” Maeve glances at the dark windows of her house. She takes a

moment to pray to the sea gods who have always watched over her to protect

her grandmother. Let her stay out of this and remain safe. 

       “Leave me be,” she says. “There is no need for this violence.” 

       “Aye there is,” he counters. “If ye claim yer livelihood is why you refuse to

be my bride, then I must take away that livelihood.”

       Maeve watches as her ship—her father’s ship—sinks into the water. A

single sail sticks out above the water, valiantly trying not to be submerged. 

       Gavin’s torch lights up the sky in an arc when he throws it into the water.

The flames kiss the canvas sail, and it lights up brilliantly. 

       “With or without my ship, I would never marry you,” Maeve snarls.  

       His face creases into something inhuman. It reminds Maeve of the stories

her grandmother whispered of shapechangers and tricksters whose true faces

were that of tree bark and bone. Angry, mischievous creatures willing to tell

any lie or do any trick to get what they wanted. 

       Maeve reaches for her knife, but it’s not at her hip. It must be inside the

house. She stumbles back from Gavin, and so she can see as a candle is lit

inside her house. The light is dim compared to her burning ship, and she feels

a fear deeper than anything else in her chest. Her grandmother stumbles out

onto the porch. 

       Gavin must see that her attention has shifted because he swivels his head
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around. Maeve watches as Gavin turns his attention to her frail grandmother.

She sees the rage and cruelty filling his eyes. Before she can think, she dives

into him with all the strength that wrestling ship masts has given her. 

       Winter-cold waters smother her. Her cloak, meant to keep her warm on

land, weighs her down in the waves. 

       Gavin struggles beside her. His face is tinted blue beneath the waves. 

       The sea is always changing. Currents rise and fall. Waves crest on the

horizons, swelling like a god preparing to bellow, before dissipating into

calmness. Maeve knows this. She can feel the sleepy weight of the water

around her. Gavin and her struggles are nothing, weak against the strength of

the sea. 

       Maeve lets out her breath and watches the bubbles rise up to the moon

wavering overhead. 

       A dark shadow blocks out the moon, growing larger and larger.  

       Soft skin brushes against her body. Slowly, she is carried up to the surface.

She coughs and sputters loudly, seawater burning in her lungs and throat. She

crawls onto the sand. Large, black eyes watch her from the water. 

       In the dying light of the flames, Maeve recognizes the white-speckled face

of her seal. That crescent moon calls to her. 

       “Pinni,” Maeve says, her voice hoarse. 

       Pinni’s face grows wrinkled, the skin sagging and loose around those dark

eyes. Fins raise up to Pinni’s face and pull back the sealcoat, revealing a dark

face covered in pale freckles in a crescent moon under her right eye. Hair the

color of her sealskin’s fur cascades around her back and face. 
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       “You’re a selkie,” Maeve breathes, memories of her dreams and sketches

coming to her mind. 

       Pinni smiles, revealing pointed teeth. “That I am.” 

       “You saved me.” 

       “That I did.” Pinni cups her hands around Maeve’s own. “I have watched

you from the seas. Long have I loved you.” 

       Warmth floods Maeve’s chest.

       Pinni sheds the rest of her sealskin. It rests in a gray bundle at her feet as

she steps farther onto the shore. “Tell me you feel the same.” 

       “I have dreamt of you since we first met on these shores,” Maeve admits. 

       “Be my bride.” She picks up her sealcoat by the nape of its neck and holds

it to Maeve. “Take my coat and take me to be yours.” 

       Maeve takes the coat carefully. The fur is soft and warm in her hands. 

       Pinni beams. “You accept, then.” 

       “I have watched my father mourn for a lover taken by the sea,” Maeve

replies. “I will not share that fate. Nor will I take away your ability to go into

the waves. Can we manage this?” 

       “I will not go back into the waves lest you come along with me,” she says.

“I cannot go into the ocean. I would drown beneath the water.”  

       “Then let me stay with you on shore. I will stay one night beside you, even

if it robs me of my life.” 

       “I will not wed you just to have my lover die,” Maeve says. 

       Pinni steps close enough to Maeve that they stand chest-to-chest, heart-

to-heart. “Selkies are bound by love by mortal life and eternal death. So long
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as you call me yours, that I shall be.” Maeve slips the sealcoat around Pinni’s

shoulders. 

       “I refuse to trap you on land.” 

       “I refuse to part by your side,” Pinni objects. 

       “Perhaps there is an option neither of you have considered,” a weathered

voice calls from the docks. 

       Maeve turns to find her grandmother bundled in a knitted blanket. In her

hands is a clay dusted carving. It looks like a conch shell.

       “Many years ago,” her grandmother says slowly, “my daughter took to the

seas, never to return. I mourned her loss like no other, and I swore to ne’er let

the sea take another from me.” Maeve says nothing. She knows how her

mother’s loss has hurt their family. She does not understand why it is being

brought up now. 

       “Years later, my son-in-law was taken as well. I vowed to not allow my

granddaughter to share that same fate. I did all I could to keep you safe, my

dear.” 

       Her heart aches with the sorrow etched in her grandmother’s voice. Is her

love worth her grandmother’s pain? Her grandmother who has always

remained by her side. “I see now that this wish was foolish and selfish. Just as

your selkie is bound to the waters, so, too, is your blood. Sound the calls of the

ocean, and you should find yourself more than able to take to the seas with

your love.” Her grandmother hands her the carving. It’s heavier than Maeve

expected. It carries with it the deep musk of algae and salt. “Blow the horn,”

her grandmother urges. “It is your birthright.” 
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       Maeve puts the carving to her lips, tastes the salt of the ocean, and blows. 

       A deep thrum cuts through her chest and dives through the air until the

waters along the shore ripple. 

       A louder thrum echoes shortly after, followed by churning bubbles and

waves. A barnacle-crusted mast breaches the water, then another. A wooden

figure, warped and stained by the sea, emerges last. A woman with kelp for

hair and scales for skin is carved into the ship’s hull. 

       “Let this be my final gift to you,” her grandmother says. “Methinks you’ll

like it better than this dock.” 

       “How can I leave you?” Maeve whispers.

       “Sweet seachild, you are not leaving me. Think of me as already gone if it

helps. We shall meet again. Of that, I am sure. Go. Sail beyond even what lays

on our maps. What I have always wanted was your happiness. I see now that

the sea is the only way for you to find joy, find love.” 

       To live on the ever-inconsistent sea is to sacrifice those you leave behind.

The waters ripple and change without warning, stealing and gifting in equal

measures. Maeve knows this well. The waters stole her mother and father, yet

they also granted her a true love befitting of her grandmother’s tales. 
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Love in Ancient Langugages
Jessica Swanson

Of course, my darling, you are a clever puppy: 

a good boy, a sight hound drawn out from the mists— 

hell-kin cloaked in moss and the last of yesterday’s smoke. 

And of course, I opened my door, invited you in for a spell, a sit, a short stay.

And of course, you knew what you were doing then (as you always do) when

you took it upon yourself to rummage through my cabinets for the perfect

glass. To pour your own shot—you, a guest insistent on pouring your own

drink with your own two hands. And then insisted on pouring my drink

before asking, asking in your clever puppy drawl, “Have you heard love

spoken in the ancient languages?” And there was an unsettling pause between

us: the first of the languages spoken. “Have you heard it? Love in ancient

languages? Have you heard, my love?” I did not hear the pause, did not note

the incline of your head, nor the slick of your tongue in search of the last

drops of whiskey on your teeth. I did not. I did not. But I wish I had caught the

flare of your nostrils or the impatient tap of your fingers on the counter,

beckoning some feral part of my subconscious, Id still in the throes of an

afternoon snooze.  

I did not hear anything.  

And then you pulled me close, brushed the hair out of my eyes, and whispered

your lips against mine, asking: “Can you hear it now, darling? The final ice
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cube in the glass? 

Have you heard the whisper of the scythe against the grain? The bleat of

lambs before a slaughter? 

The hush across the forest when an arrow is nocked? The frost spreading

across the leaves?” You broke away for a moment, pupils wide, expectant. 

You cocked your head, listening intently for something you couldn’t quite

articulate— like the endless concussion of moths against streetlights 

or the rattle of saliva in a dying man’s throat. 

And in that moment, you were tense and hard, a statue in your own right. I

heard it then, I swear: the moans of ghosts and the flow of lava 

as it moved through the streets of Pompeii.  

And there you were, curled in ash. Cave canem.
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